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Response from Jean Bedord, Consultant, Senior Analyst, Shore Communications Inc.

Chuck Hamaker thoughtfully addresses a major issue in current library OPACS which librarians, vendors and publishers would be wise to heed. As an adjunct faculty member at San Jose State University teaching online searching to future librarians, "findability" using online techniques is expected by my students as distance learners who do not have physical access to the main library. Right now, they can electronically "find" information in journal articles, but are challenged by books, eBooks and music albums, as well as other sources, which have standard catalog entries only at the title level.

But patrons want relevant pieces of information, and they want consistent, standard means to find needed pieces of content, not just title specific search capabilities, which assumes prior knowledge of the relevant title. "Findability" of the breadth and depth of the library collection needs to be reflected in the virtual space that our patrons expect to access 24 hours a day, seven days a week, just as they do the open Web. It's a new generation of library users, with different expectations, and library vendors and services have to evolve to remain relevant to their needs.

Response from Ron Boehm, ABC CLIO

I couldn't agree more with Chuck's points about the need to provide deep linking into e-content, and the need to make the user experience more convenient and fruitful. It may be that this is easier to do with reference eBooks than other titles. All of ABC-CLIO's eBooks are accessible both on the entry and on the index term level through Paratext's Reference Universe, which is custom built for the purpose of deep linking. We're happy to provide the entry and index term linking information to any library system vendor who desires it. We also provide a stable and simple URL consisting of the site, the ISBN, and, where desired, the page number. This allows a user to go directly to a particular page, say a professor's extended reading selection in an encyclopedia. We are in the process of providing direct-to-entry linking.

I'd also posit that Chuck's argument should be extended back to the print collection. Students are already voting their choices by their strong preference for electronic resources over print resources (at least in journals and reference). The library's print collections are far less accessible than even an eBook with only title level linking, as a quick full text search will give a user all of the occurrences of a word within the title in a few seconds. That's not even possible in a print book. So, I think the e-resources are much more accessible, probably 80% of the way there. Concerted efforts by all players mentioned by Chuck can get us most of the rest of the way within a few years.

Response from Stephen Rhind-Tutt, Alexander Street Press

I agree wholeheartedly with Chuck's comments. In the past few years Alexander Street has worked hard to create letter, scene, diary, chapter, interview, track and speech level indexing because it is much more powerful to do so. Many works are collections of smaller items such as essays. They are written by different people, at different times on different subjects and should be indexed accordingly. If we don't do this we're limiting our ability to ask the most basic questions such as what has been written, about which subjects, by whom and when. We hear much about the demise of the monograph. Surely source level indexing contributes substantially to this? 600 pages of a journal typically has some 50 bibliographic records, each of which has an average of ten highly specific fields. That's 500 entry points to the handful of entry points that identify a 600 page monograph. Moreover, the journal article is supported by hundreds of direct citation level links from an increasing number of full-text journal providers. Deeper indexing is critical to saving end-user time because it reduces the amount of work an end-user has to do to digest what they've found and because, by being more specific, it allows the scholar to sort through fewer records for a successful search. Above all it is a pre-requisite to providing a higher functionality search system that can answer high level queries — e.g., "What comments by company presidents were made in response to visionary articles written by Chuck Hamaker?"
gines. Metasearch software agents were directing traffic toward their systems in volumes previously unseen and in a way that often caused system slowdowns. At the meeting, the National Information Standards Organization (NISO) offered to take a leadership role in further identifying metasearch problem areas and in proposing standards or best practice solutions.

In May 2003, NISO hosted a two day strategy meeting in Denver to define the metasearch-related issues and devise an action plan on ways to move forward. There was agreement that there is strong market interest in implementation of metasearching tools and that cross database search capabilities will be an area of continued growth. But metasearching has created challenges for the software providers, content providers, and implementing libraries — challenges which will ultimately impact the end user. Among the issues identified were:

- **Metasearching impacts system resources and performance.**

  Metasearches can spawn a large number of individual search and retrieval interactions between the meta engine and search targets, with the potential for multiple simultaneous search requests impacting a single provider's server environment.

  In a Web environment, metasearching is “stateless” meaning each search request invokes a separate authentication process. These authentication processes are resource intensive operations — vastly more than mere search and retrieval operations. Additionally, problems in passing authentication information between systems and subsequent access rejections can result in users having content excluded from their metasearch, even though they have a valid license to access it.

- **Intellectual property and product branding need protection.**

  Content providers have traditionally assumed that their content, whether bibliographic, citation, abstract, full text, full image, etc. would display within the provider’s native interface, which conveys important information beyond the content such as “branding” and rights data declarations. Generally, such intellectual property information has not yet been embedded in individual records, so records retrieved via metasearch may not display it.

- **Competitive advantages may occur from ranking and ordering of retrieval sets.**

  Content providers have concerns about how metasearch engines determine the ranking, display, and ordering of content presented to the end user. If the search engine imposes a preference or a ranking, to what degree are the content providers and the end users advantaged or disadvantaged?

  Can the manner in which content is retrieved or displayed influence measurement of use or relevance of content by either the end user or the library that purchases content services?

- **Libraries need to position their services alongside free Web services.**

  To many end users, metasearching refers to the use of an Internet search engine such as Google, or a metacrawler such as Dogpile, which simultaneously searches multiple Internet search engines and combines the results.

  Libraries offer access to numerous content services that are completely unavailable through any free Internet search engine. End users want access to this value-added information, but they have no interest in understanding the differences in how the services are offered or in learning multiple access methods.

  Increasingly, libraries want to be a “portal” for their patrons into information of all kinds, both within and without the library walls, whether owned, licensed, or free to use.

  In October 2003, NISO held an educational workshop about metasearch in Washington, D.C. where librarians, software providers, content providers, and aggregators could interact to discuss the current state of metasearch and further scope the areas that NISO’s Metasearch Initiative should address.

  continued on page 30
NISO Action Plan

Following the two workshops, Jenny Walker (Ex Libris, Inc.) and Andrew Pace (North Carolina State University) were asked to jointly lead the Metasearch Initiative with the goal of enabling:

- Metasearch service providers to offer more effective and responsive services,
- Content providers to deliver enhanced content and protect their intellectual property, and
- Libraries to deliver services that distinguish their offerings from Google and other free Web services.

Three task groups were formed to pursue different aspects of the metasearch challenges.

Access Management

Chaired by Michael Tete (OCLC, Inc.), the Access Management task group is charged with gathering requirements for Metasearch authentication and access needs, inventoring existing processes now in place, and developing a series of formal use cases describing the needs. The problem they want to solve is how best to certify a user from the organization authenticator to the data provider, by way of the metasearch provider, in such a way that the authentication can be trusted end-to-end and ultimately deliver the services to which the user is entitled.

Collection and Service Descriptions

Chaired by Juha Hakala (Helsinki University Library), the Collection and Service Descriptions task group is developing a metadata element set for collection-level description, and methods for describing informational services that are used to provide access to collections. Once the two metadata elements sets (semantics) and appropriate encodings (syntax) for them have been specified, the Task Group will concentrate on creating a draft standard, which will serve as a basis for future rules for describing collections and services.

Search and Retrieval

Co-chaired by Katherine Kott (Digital Library Federation) and Sara Randall (Endeavor Information Systems), the Search and Retrieval task group is working three areas: current metasearch practices including a standard vocabulary, citation level data elements, and metadata returned about result sets. Their committee is also developing a Metasearch XML Gateway (MXG) as a low-entry-barrier method for service providers to expose content to metasearch engines.

Survey of Content and System Providers

To further scope and understand the problem, the Search and Retrieval Task Group conducted a survey of content providers and library system vendors on the current state of metasearching. Key results of the survey were:

- 83 percent are aware of current metasearching activity on their database(s).
- 54 percent do not have a policy regarding metasearching of their offerings.
- Of those who do have a policy, 30 percent do not allow metasearching of their database(s).
- 54 percent believe that allowing metasearching of their offerings is very important to their customers.
- Of those who allow metasearching of their offerings, 70 percent think standards and guidelines in metasearching would be very important to their business.
- Many different search and retrieval protocols are in use, with many providers supporting more than one access method: HTTP/HTML based (76%), Z39.50 (64%), XML/SOAP (33%), SQL (30%), legacy system and/or Telnet-based access (25%).
- The most common format for display search results was an HTML page (84%), followed by MARC 21 (63%), proprietary XML (53%), Dublin Core (26%), and GS1-1 (21%). Although RSS and WSDL (Web Services Description Language) are not used by most survey respondents today, 20% indicated plans for future support.
- Respondents cited several benefits for allowing customers metasearch access: an increased customer base (79%), gaining a competitive edge (58%), and opportunities for partnership (53%).
- The main concerns of content providers with metasearching were: loss of control over search results (53%), loss of branding (53%), digital rights management (47%), customer support problems (42%), excessive use of system resources (37%), and the amount of communications required with other suppliers (21%).
- The survey results were used by all three Task Groups in further refining their work plans and in developing use cases.

Next Steps

With a mix of librarians, software providers, and content providers, the three task groups have drawn the participation of over 60 individuals from five countries. (See the sidebar for the list of Metasearch Initiative participants and their organizations.) Each group’s first set of deliverables and recommendations will be presented at NISO’s fall workshop in September 2005.

Part 2 of this article, which will appear in a future issue of Against the Grain, will report on the NISO Metasearch Initiative task groups’ initial set of findings and recommendations. Official documents are posted on the NISO Metasearch Initiative Webpage (http://www.niso.org/committees/ms_initiative.html). Committee activities can be followed at the task groups’ WIKI (http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/niso-wiki).

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Sharing E-Journals via a Consortium

by Tim Bucknall (Assistant Director - Jackson Library, Head, Information Technologies and Electronic Resources, University of North Carolina at Greensboro) <bucknall@uncg.edu>

The Carolina Consortium is an inter-state “virtual” consortium with no central funding, staff, or committee structure. The group works as a buyer’s club, with each of the nearly forty participating institutions making its own decision whether or not to join in each of the available deals. This article examines data from the first few months of the consortium’s existence to see if its greatly expanded journal content is proving to be both useful to patrons and affordable to libraries.

The Carolina Consortium is a partnership between academic libraries in North Carolina and South Carolina that builds on the strengths of local state-wide consortiums, but adds significant additional value. The primary state-wide consortium in North Carolina is NC LIVE, which offers a set of core databases to all 178 community colleges, public libraries, University of North Carolina System campuses, and independent colleges and universities. Any electronic resource available to any one group of libraries through that organization has to be available to and paid for by all four constituent groups. Thus, NC LIVE’s structure creates a level playing field for the state’s libraries. However it also means that the most academically-oriented resources are unlikely candidates for subscription because they are of little interest to the public libraries and to many community colleges. In South Carolina, PASCAL is the state-wide consortium for academic resources. Unlike NC LIVE, it can function as a buyer’s club, with the state’s libraries opting into or out of each deal.

Despite the enormous successes of both PASCAL and NC LIVE within their respective states, there were still some significant ar-
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